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This game is expected to be the hardest of the season, with the possible exceptions of Andover and the Chelsea Y. M. C. A. The Institute boys will not be able to follow Donahue's stunt of using a number of new men, but those who are going with the team are of sufficient good calibre to make up for this slight advantage. The men have been practicing regularly against the first team and are in first-rate condition, as their games with the Maelrose All-Stars showed. Practically the same team that played against them last Wednesday will go to Franklin tonight. Capt. Muther, Price, Metcalfe, Kennirc, Stone, Mowry and Sampson will make the trip. The team will leave Back Bay Station at 8.45, arriving at Franklin at 8.50. Supper will be served to the players in the Academy dining room. The game will be called at 7.45, sharp, in order that it may be over in time for the Institute men to catch the train leaving at 9.40 for Boston.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS

OF BIOLOGICAL SOCIETY

S. M. Schmidt Is New President and H. E. Babbitt Is Secretary-Treasurer.

At the semi-annual election of officers of the Biological Society yesterday afternoon, Mr. S. M. Schmidt, 1911, was elected President; H. E. Babbitt, 1911, Secretary-Treasurer, and J. I. Murray, 1912, was made Assistant Secretary-Treasurer for the ensuing term.

An amendment to the constitution was also adopted doing away with the old method of sending out postal notifying members of approaching meetings, though the Secretary was instructed to send postals whenever he thought best.

A report of the Secretary-Treasurer for the past term was read, and this showed that the deficit with which the society began the year had been abolished. The resume of the work done and meetings held was good evidence that the society has no way deteriorated from the high standard maintained in the past.

It's a FOWNES

That's all you need to know about a GLOVE

The second team meets Dean Academy team. Dean has no especially brilliant individual stars, but he has a reputation for wonderful team work. Coach Sullivan is expected to put in an entirely new five on the floor in the second game, gaining the desired fresh strength without any loss of team work, which the putting in of substitutes might involve.

NEGLIGEE SHIRTS

Our Fancy Negligee Shirts, of our own manufacture.

Reduced from $1.50 to $1.15

$2.00 to $1.35

NIGHT SHIRTS

Men's white cotton night shirts, with collar, cut full and long, our own make.

Reduced from $1.00 to 75c.

CUSTOM SHIRTS

Our regular fancy shirts, made to measure from D. R. J. Anderson cheviot and madras, with neckband, one pair of cuffs, attached or separate, in 1/2 dozen lots.

Reduced from $3.50 to $2.75
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EIMER & AMEND

Headquarters for Chemicals, Chemical Apparatus, Minerals, Etc.

We carry the largest stock of chemicals in the United States.

First Quality Supplies Only. Prompt Service

Overseas connections are such that we are enabled to offer you the best services for duty-free importations on scientific instruments at the lowest possible prices.

Analytical Balances and Weights

One of our leading specialties

E-S-7-1851

203-211 Third Ave.

New York City.